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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE S'lUDY 
A State Teachers' Scholarship Program was inaugurated in 
Virginia in 1947. The program, based on appropriations made by 
the General Assembly of Virginia for ea.oh biennium, has been in 
continuous operation for eleven years. It provides financial 
assistance in the form ot scholarship grants £or in-service 
teachers and for irdividual.s who are preparing to enter the 
teaching profession. 
A. NEED FOR THE S'l'UDY 
The State Teachers' Scholarship Program, designed to foster 
the cause of education in Virginia, should be appraised in terms 
or its effectiveness. It is a recognized fact that any service 
which has been in operation for a period of time should be 
evaluated or checked in some way. It is also true that continuous 
records should.be kept on all programs which evolve from need and 
develop through use. 
At the time of this study1 no record had been compiled or 
the complete development of the history of the State Teachers• 
Scholarship Program, and no systematic study or evaluation had 
been made of its over-all contribution to education. The study 
was ur:rlerta.ken to remedy this situation. 
B. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The study uas undertaken ·with two definite objectives: 
l. To trace the history and development of the 
State Teachers• Scholarship Program. 
2. To determine the relationship of the program 
to the supply of qualif ioo teachers in the 
public schools of Virginia. 
C. SCOPE OF THE STlJDY 
2 
The research covered the eleven-year period of operation of 
the State Teachers• Scholarship Program1 beginning with the summer 
school scholarships or 1947 arxl continuing through the 1957-58 
regular term scholarships whenever information was available. In 
every instance, this included ten years or operation for both the 
regular term and the summer school programs; however, in a few 
cases the totals of the eleventh or current year were not available 
am could not be shcn-m. The study also included the events of the 
year 1946, which led to the beginning of the scholarship plan. 
D •. PROCEDURES USED IU THE STUDY 
Since no previous studies on the Virginia scholarship program 
·were available, the investigation was based entirely on facts 
gathered from State records and from the irdividuals inVolved in the 
ilEeption ru:xl administration of the program. 
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The records at the State Department of F.ducationwere 
brought together and analyzed. The minutes of the meetings of the 
State Board of Education were reviewed and the records of the 
General Assembl.yuere examined. Personal interviews were obtained 
with the State leaders who were responsible for the program. 
Chapters I• II, am III deal with the introduction atd 
history of the program and the development of the policies and 
regulations for the program. Chapter 'IV shows the operation of 
the program and Chapter V contains the thinking of the author rud 
reflects in no way any conclusions or suggestions on the part; of 
the State Superinterd.ent of Public Instruction or of any in:iividual 
as a member of his pi'o!essional staff'. 
E. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The State· Teachers t Scholarship Program is the scholarship 
aid plan for in-service teachers and for prospective teachers, 
which is based on State appropriation$ and administered by the 
State Department of F.ducation under regulations adopted by the 
State Board of Education and approvoo by the Governor. The 
program does not include any irxlividual scholarships which may be 
available for teachers at public or private institutions of higher 
learning in the State. 
The regular term scholarships are available for students 
who are enrolled in the teacher training programs at approved 
State institutions. The scholarships are approved only for the 
students who plan to stay in college until the baccalaureate 
degree is earned. 
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The smnmer school scholarships are designed for in-service 
teachers. They may not be used by acyone who has not contracted 
for a teaching position for the school session following the 
summer study. 
The prorated summer quarter scholarships are a part or the 
regular term scholarship plan.. They are provided for the students 
who wish to speed up their college training by atteIXling college 
for three regular terms and three summer sessions.· The recipients 
must qualify under the regular term regulations. 
The Office of Teacher Education is the section of the State 
Department or Education which operates urrler a Teacher F.duoation 
Director and which is directly responsible to the State Superintendent 
of Public Instruction. This office has four major functions: 
· 1. The certification of all teachers within the State. 
2. The accreditation of the teacher training programs 
at the institutions of higher learning in the State • 
.3. The coordination of the State's efforts in teacher 
recruitment. 
4. The administration 0£ the State Teachers 1 Scholarship 
Program. 
F • SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES 
For comparative purposes, xr.aterial.s ·were requested from the 
other forty-seven states. Every state responded and the materials 
.collected have been placed in the files in' the Office of Teacher 
Education at the State Department of Education. The District of 
Columbia and the tel'Titories of the United.States were not included 
because their organizations are necessarily somewhat different from 
those of the forty-eight states. 
Tuenty of the i'orty-seven states reported some type of state-
supported teacher aid program. Wide variations exist in the kin1s 
of programs offered. The following listing shows briefly the type 
of program in each of the twenty states: 
Alabama offers 250 scholarships each year to be divided 
equally among the five state institutions. The scholarships amount 
to $25 per quarter, and they are awarded by the presidents of the 
state colleges. 
California has a comprehensive scholarship prograra which is 
based on a competitive scholastic a."Crullination. It may be used by 
college students at aey accredited California institution and may 
apply to aey college program. California reports that :tor tho 
period from 1956 to 19$8 more than 20 per cent of the scholarships 
have been used by prospective teachers. 
Connecticut has scholarships in the maximum amount or $,300 
per year for prospective teachers at the state teachers colleges. 
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Delaware has a program £or teacher aid which is operated 
through the University of Dela.ware and not by the State Department 
of Education. 
Florida otters 1 1050 teacher scholarships in the amount of 
$400 each year. The scholarships are allocated to the cowities 
and are awarded by the county superintements on the basis of 
competitive examinations. The scholarships may be used in any 
state institution which bas an approved teacher training program. 
They carry the obligation o.f teaching one year for each scholarship 
or repa.~nt of the obligation as a loan. Florida has no scholarship 
program for in-service teachers. 
Illinois provides scholarships for prospective teachers at 
the state colleges. The scholarships are allocated to the division 
superintements o! schools who a.ward them to the irxlividuals certified 
by the high school principals. The scholarships cover tuition, 
matriculation, am activity fees at the institutions• 
LouiSiana. has scholarships in the amount. of $300 per year at 
state-supported institutions of higher learning. Scholarship holders 
mu.st be appointed by members of the State Legislature 1 the Lieutenant 
Governor, or the Governor of the State. 
Maine appropriates funds for state teachers colleges to use 
for scholarship aich The scholarships for prospective teachers may 
not exceed $200 per year. 
Maryland has tuition grants for prospective teachers at 
its five state teachers colleges. It also has 608 £our-year 
scholarships in the amount of $500 each £or prospective public 
school teachers attending the thirteen other state institutions 
which have teacher training programs approved by the state. 
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Michigan grants two years of tuition-free work· to prospective 
teachers attending one of the four state colleges of education. 
The program. is administered by the colleges. 
New Hampshire has financial aid awards for prospective 
teachers attending the state teachers colleges. The institutions 
administer the program and the scholarship holder must teach a 
year for each scholarship or repay the amount or the aid. 
New Jersey's state teachers colleges may grant scholarship 
aid to not more than 10 per cent of their beginning students. The 
scholarships exempt the students .from pa:yment of the tuition and 
laboratory fees. Scholarships are awarded on the basis of financial 
need and coinpetitive examinations. 
New York has a comprehensive scholarship program for high 
school graduates which IDllY be used for prospective teachers as 
well a.s those students in other programs o.r.rered in the state 
colleges. 
North Carolina has a Prospective Teachers' Scholarship Loan 
Program which grants scholarship loans in the amount of $350 for 
students in the approved teacher training programs in public and 
8 
private institutions in the state. It also provides scholarship 
loans of not more than $75 for summer school work for teachers. 
The recipient of the loan must teach one year for each scholarship 
held. North Carolina•s program went into operation in 1957. 
North Dakota has scholarship aid £or prospective teachers 
who will promise to tea.ch in the one-room rural schools or the 
state. The scholarship is in the amount or $.300 per year. Six 
scholnrships are granted in every county each year and they must 
be used in one of the state teachers colleges in Uorth Dakota. 
Rhode Island offers tuition-freo training to prospective 
teachers at the state teachers colleges. A summer school program 
is al.so offered to in-service teachers. 
Utah bas 100 scholarships in the amount of $100 per year 
.for prospective teachers at the state nonnal schools. 
Vermont allows its three stnte teachers colleges to accept 
tuition-free students \1ho sign a uneclaration of Intention to 
Teach." 
West Virginia grants to each teacher training institution 
in the state five scholarships remitting all tuition azXl fees for 
prospective elexr..entary teachers. 
Wyoming provides scholarships in the amount of $250 to 
students in teacher training uho promise to tea.ch an equal number 
or years in the state. 
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Of the twenty-seven remaining states, twenty-five reported 
no state-supported scholarship program for teachers. 0£ the other 
two, Georgia is in the process of establishing a program which may 
go into effect in 1959, am Ohio reported that it had a program 
which was dropped in 19~7 because no state appropriations ltere made 
£or it. Since these two states have no active programs at this 
time, tho final statistics for the forty-eight states must shmr 
tlv-enty-one, including Virginia, with state-supported scholarship 
aid for teachers and tuenty-seven uith no aid. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM 
In 1946 great concem was caused by the increasing shortage 
of well qua1ti'ied teachers as shown by the figures in Table I, 
page ll. With his Annual Report sholdng approximately 50 per cent 
of the teachers in Virginia holding certificates based on a 
baccalaureate degreeJ with approximately 34 per cent holding 
certificates which required only two years of college training; 
with approximately 3 per cent holding certificates and licenses 
which required either one-half or one year of college work; and 
with approx::imately 13 per cent holding permits which could be 
issued to inii viduala with only a high school diploma ,1 Dr. G. Tyler 
Miller, State Superintement of Public Instruction, started action 
·which was designed to relieve this situation. 
A. INCEPTION OF THE PROGRAM 
The events which lead to the calling or the Special Session 
o.t the General Assembly in 1947 renect tho £ar ... sighted leadership 
o£ Superintendent Miller an:1 the cooperation and interest which 
lVirginia: State Board of Education, Anrmal Report of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction !..fE:. ~School Year 1945-46; 
{Virginia: Division of Purchase a@ Printing, 1946) J p. 147. 
TABLE I 
CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE vmGINIA PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS 
IN 1945-46* 
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'!)Ee o.f Certificate Number Per Cent of Total 
Collegiate Professional .· 8 ,,89.3 46.52 
Collegiate 680 3.56 
Normal Professional 5,487 28.71 
Special 472 2.47 
Elementary · 473 2.47. 
Provisional Elementary 99 .52 
Vocational 100 .52 
Emergency License 6o2 3.15 
Local Permit 2,313 12.08 
Total 19,,119 100.00 
. ' 
*Source: Virginia: State Board of lliucation,, Annual 
Report of ~ SuSf rintendent 2£. Public Instruction .f2! the 
School Year 1945 6, (Virginia: Divioion 0£ Purchase and 
Printing, 1946), P• 147. 
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Governor WiJ Ham M. Tuck evidenced toward education through his 
term or office. 
After consultation uith individual members or the State 
Board of Education; with Assistant Superintendents Dowell J. 
Howard and Richard c. Haydon; with Dr. J. L. Blair Buck, 
Coordinator of Teacher Education; am with other members of the 
Professional Staff of the State Department of Fnucation, 
Superintement Miller proposed to Governor Tuok a definite plan 
or action which called for appropriations not only for increased 
teachers• salaries but also for funds for a teachers• scholarship 
program. Governor Tuck., Attorney General J. Lim.say Almorxl, Jr., 
Budget Director J. H. Bradf'ord., Executive Secretary Carter o. 
LO".Nance and many other supporters of public education agreed with 
Superintendent Miller's request.2 
B. . LEGISLATIVE ACTION AND APPROPRIATIONS 
A Special Session of the General Assembly was called and an · 
Appropriations Bill which included a section on the proposed 
scholarship program was drafted. 
In his address to the General Assembly at the opening of 
the Special Session on Monday, January 61 1947, Governor William H. 
Tuok stated: 
2conrerenoe with Dr. G. Tyler Hiller, President of Madison 
College, Hay l4, 1958. 
The teacher is the most vital force in any 
educational program. Without an adequate supply of 
competent teachers, unharra.ssed by dire financial 
insecurity, there is no hope for the improvement and 
advancement of our public schools• 
In rrry opinion, the .crisis which confronts us 
must be met effectively and at once. If it is not, 
there is little likelihood that we will be able to 
hold the many splerxiid teachers now employed, or of 
bringing outstanding young people :into the profession. 
Therefore, I have cnJ..led the members of the 
General Assembly into extra session to consider the 
educational problem. I am recommending supplemental. 
appropriations aggregating $6,500,000 for use in the 
remainder of the present.. biennium to alleviate the 
emergency, this sum to be distributed as follows: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
In addition, for the second year of the biennium, 
I am recommending a conditional appropriation of 
$330,000 to be used for scholarships to induce desirable 
persons to enter the teaching profession. 
ot this amount, $300,000 could be used, within 
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the discretion of the Governor ard upon the recommendation 
of' the State Board of' Education, to provide scholarships 
!or selected junior and senior students training to be 
elementary teachers and for. teachers holding emergency 
licenses tmo desire to become fully qualified. An 
additional $.30,000, to be administered under the same 
conditions, is recommended for summer school scholarships 
to be granted college graduates for additional training 
for the teaching profession and for teachers possessing 
emergency licenses who may be qualified fully by 
additional training.3 
JvirgWa: ·Bulletin· of the General Assembly, Address to 
~ General Assemblz .!.!!!. People .£!: Virginia El Governor William M. 
~' (Virginia: Division of Purchase and Printing, 1947), PP• 4, 5. 
Solid support was given by the House Appropriations 
Committee and the Senate Finance COlllllittee. The bill was 
passed on January 18, 1947 .4 
The Appropriations Act described in detail the type of 
program nhich was to be established. A copy or item 7 of 
Chapter I of the Appropriations Act is included in the Apperrlix. 
At the Regular Session of the General Assembly in 1948, 
the Appropriations Act again contained a section on the scholarship 
program which gave the directives for the administration or the 
program from 1948 to 1950.5 
In 1950, however, the Appropriations Act of the General 
Assembly contained only an item uith the instructions that the 
program should be administered under regulations drawn up by the 
State Board of Education and approved by the Governor.6 This 
policy has been followed to date. Table ll page 15 shows the 
appropriations for each of the eleven years of operation and the 
amount of the two supplemental appropriations which were granted. 
It should be noted that the original appropriation wns for 
$.330 1000 for 1947-48. This was the figure set by the planning 
4Acts arrl Joint Resolutions of the General Assemblt of the 
Commomveart'ii of Virginia, Elctra SesSion 1947, (Commonweal h 0£-
Virginia: DiVIsion of Purchase and Printing, 1947), P• J. 
5Acts !!!!!. ~oint Resolutions of the General .Assembly!?.!:~ 
Commonwealth of Virginia, Session 194'8;TRichmon:h Division of 
Purchase and Printing, 1948}, PP• ll'7b-ll79. 
6Acts !!:!!! Joint Resolutions of the General A:3sembly _2f ~ 
Commorn1ealth of Virginia, Session 19~C);1°Richmond: Division of 
Purchase arxi Printing, 1950), p. J.JBo. 
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TABLE II 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE STA TE TEACHERS 1 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRA}I* 
· Regular Additional 
Fiscal Year Appropriations Appropriations Totals 
r 
1947-48 $3.30,000 $330,000 
1948-49 210,000 210,000 
1949-50 255,000 255,000 
1950-51 215,ooo 215,ooo 
1951-52 305,000 305,000 
1952-53 300,000 300,000 
1953-54 300,000 $70,000 370,000 
1954-55 400,000 400,000 
1955-56 400,000 90,000 490,000 
1956-51 515,ooo 515,ooo 
1957·58 658,ooo 658,ooo 
~ource: Records at State Department of Education. 
group as the desirable amount to be used during the first year. 
Since the use of the scholarships did not even approach the 
anticipated number, as shown in Chapter J.V,7 the appropriations 
for 1948-49 were not as large. In fact, the total was $2101000 
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or $120,000 less than the originaJ. figure. After the first year 
the requests for scholarship funds wore estimated on the basis of 
use for the preceeding year or years. It was not until 19.54-55 or 
seven years; later that the request was as large as the original one 
in 1947-40. 
There was a gradual increase in the amount of the scholarship 
appropriations from 1948-49 until 1951-52. After a slight reduction 
in the appropriations for 1952-53 and 19.53-54, it was necessary to 
request additional appropriations during the secom year of that 
biennium because of increased demanl for scholarship aid •. The 
1954-55 rum. was $100,000 larger than the preceeding year, and it 
was adequate. In 1955-56, however, it was again necessary to 
request supplemental appropriations. 
The $658,ooo grant for 1957-.58 is an excellent example of 
the growth of the scholarship program because the amount of the 
State appropriation has al.most doubled in the eleven years of 
operation. 
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c. STATE IDAIID ACTION 
· At its meeting on February 27, 1947, the State Board or 
Fducation authorized the State Superinterrlent to prepare and 
present to the Board tentative regulations for the scholarship 
program.8 Superintement Miller and his staff immediately began 
drawing up the regulations ar.d policies which would govern the 
program. On May 29, 1947, the State Board of Education approved 
the regulations for the 1947 summer school soholarships.9 On 
July 27, 1947, the regulations for the 1947-48 regular term 
scholarships were approved.10 The details of the regulations ldll 
be discussed in Chapter III. 
After the Governor's approval or the regulations was secured, 
information was sent to the Virginia colleges arrl universities to 
determine whether they wished to participate in the program. No 
restrictions were placed on the colleges except that they must 
have an approved program for teacher training. The following 
colleges were approved by the State Board of Fducation am 
participated in the program during the first year of operation: 
8i1inutes of the Virgiaj.a State Board of Education, Volume 
XVIII, PP• 24-2S:- - -
9Ibid., PP• 56-58. 
lOrbid. 1 PP• 64-66. 
Bridgewater College 
College 0£ W:i J J iam and Ma:cy 
Eas1;em Mennonite College 
Emory and Henry College 





Mary Baldwin College 
Mary Washington College 
Rad£ord College 
Rarxlolph-Macon Woman•s College 
Richmond Professional Institute of the College of 
Wlllism am Mary 
Roanoke College 
Saint Paul's Polytechnic Institute (later Saint 
Paul's College) 
University of RichmoIXl 
University of Virginia 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Virginia State College 
Virginia Union University 
Subsequent years brought the approval of the following 
additional. institutionat 
College or William and Mary in Nor.folk 
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Clinch Valley College of the University of Virgi:n:la 
Hollins College 
Rarrlolph-?·Iaoon College 
Shenandoah Conservatory of Music 
Sweet Briar College in Uorfolk 
Virginia State College in Norfolk 
In 1956 a group of these institutions was removed from the 
approved list. This action will be explained 1n Chapter III.11 
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Each year the State Board of F.ducation approves the 
regulations an1 policies governing the administration or the 
State Teachers' Scholarship Program. After the Governor's 
approval iS secured1 the regulations become law and are the basis 
for the administration of the program by-the Office of Teacher 
F.ducation. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLICIES AND RIDULATIONS 
GOVERNING THE PROGRAM 
The scholarship program as it was introduced had two main 
fu.notions: 
l. To draw more young people into the teacher 
training programs 0£ the Virginia colleges 
8?xl thereby into the public schools of the 
State. 
2. To upgrade the professional training of the 
in-service teachers within the State. 
Since the regular term scholarships were designed primarily 
to meet the first aIXl the summer school scholarships the second, 
the two must necessarily be treated separately in certain specific 
areas of this Chapter. Many or the regulations 1 however 1 apply to 
both programs. 
A. GmlERAL PROCIDURES 
The actual administration of the program under the regulations 
adopted by the State Board of Frlucation am approved by the Governor 
has been and continues in the Office of Teacher Frlucation at the 
State Department of Education. All corresporxlence concerning the 
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scholarship program, the distribution of forms and materials; the 
processing of the applications, the request ror and distribution of 
cheoks 1 am the collection of ini"ormation concerning cancellation 
are harrll.ed by this office. 
Except for the year 19471 which ws a trial or learning 
situation i"or the administrators or the program, the general 
procedure in the Office or Teacher Education has followed a rather 
definite pattern. In January of each year, \tork iS begun on the 
preparation of the regulations for the administration of the regular 
tenn and summer school scholarships• In the early spring the 
proposed regulations are presented to the State Board of F.ducation 
by the State Superintendent of' Public Instruction. Upon the 
adoption by the Board a.rd approval by the Governor, the regulations 
and all forms necessary for the administration ot the program are 
prepared and distributed through the proper charmels.l 
Deadlines are set; tor the retum or the applications to the 
O.f fice of Teacher F.dueation. Generally this has been May l tor the 
smimer school applications and June l for the regular term 
applications• The applications are processed am recommemed 
approval lists are prepared am presented to the State Board or 
F.duoation or to the State Superintement of Public Instruction as 
the authorized representative ot the State Boa.rd. 
Upon receipt or the official approval or the· lists, the · 
applicants are notiried or their approval, and they receive the 
promissory notes which JmlSt be properly executed and returned 
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to the Office of Teacher Fducation. When they are received and 
the office is officially notified by the college that the 
recipients are enrolled in the proper courses, the checks are 
requested from the State Comptroller' a Office. · The checks are 
made payable to the iniividuals but they are mailed to the colleges 
for distribution to the recipients. 
While the proaess of approval 0£ scholarships is being 
carried on, the Office or Teacher Fducation lllUSt al.so secure the 
information £or the cancellation of the scholarship obligations 1 
since each recipient nm.st teach for a prescribed period for 
every scholarship held or it becomes a loan which is due and 
payable. At the time of the awarding of the scholarships, the 
cancellation dates are set. 
In the spring of the cancellation year of the promissory 
notes, the scholarship hol.ders are contacted for information 
concerning their teaching. Affidavits are then sent to the 
division superintendents under whom the indiViduals are teachirlg. 
When the affidavits are returned showing regular teaching service 
in the public schools of Virginia 1 the promissory notes are 
cancelled and returned to the makers of the notes. If the 
imividual.a are not teaching, the cases are immediately considered 
collection situations. 
A discussion o£ the special features in the regulations, 
approvais, and cancellations toll.mm. 
B. APPLICATION PROCEDURF.s 
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The methods of applying tor the regular term am Sllll1ller 
school scholarships, which llere adopted in 1947., have remained in 
force for the eleven years of ~eration.. No applications may be 
distributed to individuals from the Of £ice of Teacher Education. 
The regular term appl1oations are sent to the presidents 
of the approved colleges and universities or to their appointed 
scholarship o.t'fioers, who in turn distribute the applications to 
the irdiVidual stuclents.2 
The college presidents or their representatives must sign 
the applications signifying that they have approved the applio~ts 
for scholarship aid. For students in college this means that the 
persona;L and scholastic records of the individuals have been checked 
am that they are average or above in these qualities. 
For incoming freshmen it irrlioates that their high school 
records have ~en examined and that the students have been accepted 
t-rithout reservation for entrance to the, college. Additional 
information will be given later in this Chapter comerni.ng regulations 
.ror the eligibility of .f'resbmen .. 3 
2supra, p. 21 • 
.3.rnrra, P• 25. 
The summer school scholarship applications are sent to the 
division superintendents who distribute them to the eligible teachers. 
The superintendents· 1?11.1St check ·am ·approve the teachers t purposes · ' 
in applying tor the scholarships, ar.rl they must sign the applications 
stating that ; they intend to. employ the individuals for the school 
session f'ollmd.ng ·the summer. work. 
c.. ELIGIBILITY REGULATIONS 
The eligibility. regulations tor every year have contained 
the requirements that the applicant.~t: 
· l. Be a resident or Virginia. 
2. Possess the scholastic abilities and personal 
characteristics desirable for effective teaching. 
J. Be accepted for regular term entrance or for 
summer school work at an approved college or 
university within the State. 
4. Agree to sign a note or notes promising to 
repay the loan with 3 per cent.interest if it 
is not cancelled by teaching immediately 
following graduation, 
In 1947--48 the regular term $300 scholarship was available 
only to juniors am seniors who were preparing for teaching in the 
elementary grades. In-service teachers with emergency licenses, 
based on two or more years of college training, \1ere also· 
eligible if they 1'1ere approved by the diViSion superintendent 
to return to college with the intention of reinaining in college 
until degree requirements were completed. 
In 1948-49 the $300 scholarship grant was offered to 
sophomores 1 juniors, and seniors and to a limited number of · 
carefully selected freshmen. The freshmen were to be chosen 
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on the.basis or their personal qualities and superior scholastic 
ability as indica:ted by above average rank in their graduation 
cla.ases an1 by the achievement of an outstazxling score* on the 
ACE or some other standard test of a similar nature.4 In 1943.,. 
49 the scholarships could be granted to individuals training to 
teach in the elementary grades or in the high school areas in 
which there was a. shortage of teachers• These areas 1 a.s 
designated by the State Department of F.ducation, were:: natura1 
sciences, physical and health education, mathematics, foreign 
languages, iridustrial arts, music, art, commercW ed.ucation, 
agriculture, hoiue economics 1 trade and irxlustrial. education, 
library science, am distributive education. 
In 1949-.SO the regular term requirements contained the same 
eligibility regulations except that a qualifying statement l'1SS added 
hsupra, p. 23. 
*No definition was ever given to the term "out.standing 
score." See page 26 for :information concerning later,regulationa 
on test scores. 
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to the requirements for freshmen applicants. Because ot concem 
over the requirement for an cmtstarding score on the standard test,, 
the regulation was changed to require a satisfactory score on the 
standard test and the freshmen applicant,, who was rejected because 
of a failure to make a satisfactory test score, could apply for a 
scholarship at the end of the first semester. It a satisfactory 
academic reconl had been niacle 1 the indiVidual could be approved 
tor scholarship aid and the scholarship would be retroactive to the 
beginning of the school year. The satisfactor;y score on the 
stamard test.was designated as 100 on the 1947 College F.dition of 
the American Council on Education Psychological Examination. This 
score was agreed upon ~ the Director of the 0£fice of Teacher 
Fducation after consultation with members of the Statistical 
Division of the State Department of F.ducation. 
The 1950-$1 regular term regulations were in f'oroe for the 
tvo years of the biennium. . An attempt was again made in these 
years to channel more st'Udents into elementary education by 
providing that juniors a.rd seniors could prepare for elementary 
teaching or for the scarcity areas in high school, but sophomores 
were limited only to elementary education unless they had held a 
scholarship during their tresmnen )Tear. All freshmen applicants 
were eligible only in elementary education. For these two years 
the shortage areas were designated as a result of a questionnaire 
whioh was distributed to the diVision superintendents in February, 1950. 
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The areas we~:.· art, business education, distributive ed:ueation, . ' . 
foreign langua~e 1 home economics, library science., :mathematics; . . . 
music, natural sciences .. peysical and health education,, and speech . ~ . 
education • 
. For· the years 1952-.53 and 1953-54, the eligibility regulations 
. were changed slightly so that .freshmen ar:d sophomores could be 
. approved only in elementary education, :while . juniors aJXl, seniors 
could be approved in.both el~entaryru:rl high school in the shortage 
areas. as indicated in 1950. In this ~there seemed to be a 
lessening or the.concern about eligibility for freshmen depending 
on a standard tes't score, an:i the provision for approving freshmen 
tor a retroactive scholarship after the first semester was dropped 
!romthe regulations. 
The regulations for 1954-55 em 1955·56 remained the same 
except that agr:toulture, English, iniustria.J. arts, aIXi social 
studies including history were added to the approval fields for 
juniors am seniors because 0£ requests i'rom·the division 
s:µperintendents. 
In 19 5&.57 am 1957-58 the scholarship progrmn was offered 
to freshmen, sophomores, juniors, am seniors in State-supported 
or private 1 non-sectarian., degree-granting colleges in Virginia 
which were approved. umer the scholarship plan~S The scholarship 
51nrra, P• J4. 
holders had to be enrolled in a curricul~ including student 
tea.ohing a:rxl qualifying them for a Collegiate Pro~essional 
Certi£icate. This represented only a rewording of: pr~ous 
regulations since all subject areas had been included in the 
preceding biennium. 
The special eligibility requirements for the summer 
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school scholarships have changed very little during the years of 
operation. The summer school scholarship has been designed !Nery 
~:tor the teachers who are taking courses to raise.a Collegiate 
teaching certificate to the Collegiate Prof'essional or a substandard 
certificate to the Collegiate Proi'essional. No holder 0£ a 
substandard certificate based on less than t·uo years or college 
training or sixty semester hours could be appraired. During the 
SUlllller of 1947 the Normal Professional Certi.f'iCate holders were 
not eligible, but they have been included every year since. 
In l.948 the special .. eligibility area of preparing for 
additional e:rxloraements on the Collegiate Professional Certificate 
was added. The areas of approval for added endorsements followed 
the shortage areas as indicated in the regular term programs each . 
year. 
In 1954-5$ two additional eligibility areas were added for 
the summer· school scholarship program. The former teacher~ 
returning to the profession, could be approved for courses requested 
by the division superintendent who employed her, and teachers could 
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be approved ror special. courses in preparation for responsibilities 
in guidance, speech training, or education' or the hamicapped• 
D • AMOUNT OF SCHOLARSHIP AID AND THE LEOOTH OF THE 
SCHOLARSHIP OBLIGATION 
The 1947-48 regular term scholarship appropriation provided 
for not more than 11000 scholarships in the amount of $300 each 
for which two years of teaching would be required for cancellation. 
The scholarships were paid in two $150 checks am two promissory 
notes were reqUired from the applicant. In 1949-50 the procedure 
was changed to the writing of just one check for the $300 scholarship, 
but scholarship holders still had to teach tor two years to ca.noel 
each soho1arsbip. 
In 1952-53 the plan was changed to allow a $400 scholarship 
for freshmen and sophomores. am a $300 scholarship tor juniors am 
seniors. This was the year in which freshmen am sophomores were 
again restricted. to the elementary education field. The teaching 
obligation was reduced to one year for eaoh scholarship held.6 This 
' . . . 
plan was followed until 19.56.57 when a $350 grant was adopted for 
all scholarship holders with one year of teaching required in 
cancellation of the scholarship obligation. 
6:rnrra 1 P• 31. 
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In 1947 all summer.school scholarships were in the· amount 
of $100, and they could be cancelled by one full year of teaclrl..l"..g. 
The amounts 0£ the scholarships have changed in the succeeding 
years, bu't the one year of teaching for cancellation has remained.. 
In 1948 the amounts of the scholarships were changed to $100 for 
seven or more weeks; $90 £or six weeks; $75 for five weeks; and 
$60 for four weeks. 
In 1952-53 the mi:nimum amount of the summer school 
scholarship was set at $75 for f'ive weeks ard increased at the 
rate of. $15. per week to a maximum of $150 for ten weeks. This 
policy remained in force until 1956-57 when the basis was changed 
from weeks to the semester hour plan allowing $JS per semester hour 
with a. minimum of #45 for three semester hours and a maximum 0£ 
&lW per ten semester hours. The changes in the methods for 
determin:lng the amount of the summer school scholarship from a set 
sum to weeks axxl then to semester hours represented attempts to 
put the su:nnner grants on a fair baDis. This was necessary because 
of the variations in the summer sessions at the different institutions 
of higher learning in the State. 
E. PROMISSORY ~DTES AND CANCELLATION OF 
SCHOLARSHIP OBLIGATION 
For each scholarship held the individual. must sign a 
promissory note which contains the provisions for teaching to cancel 
the scholarship obligation.or for repayment of the scholarship 
loan with interest •. · In the first five years of the program, a 
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total of two.yea.rs or teaching .was required to cancel each scholarship 
loan; .however, as stated. preViously, in 1952-53 the teaching 
obligation was. reduced to one year for. each scholarship held. 7 .. ·This 
reduction was not made because or a lessening need for teachers, b:ut 
because it uas felt that the Virginia program for teachers should 
be brought in line with similar programs in other areas. With the 
reduction in the repayment obligation, it was also.anticipated 
that more. young people. might be in.f'luenced to enter the. teaching 
profession. 8 
A1l cancellations of promissory notes arxl all collection 
cases were handled in the Office of Teacher Fllucation until 1954. 
At that time1 the actual cancellation or the note atd the collection 
0£ the due and payable cases were transi'erred to the Finance Office 
0£ the State Department 0£ Fducation. S:inae all promiasory notes 
had to be kept in the vaults in the Finance Office and all 
computations of interest due, all rep~ta, and all cancellations 
. were made there, it t-Ias logical .that the Finance Office should hanrlle 
collections. The change was an appropriate one and this procedure 
has been followed to date. 
7su;era. ! P• 29 •· 
8conterenee with Finance Direotor1 J. a. Blount, Jr. 
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F • VERIFICATION BY AUDITORS 
Permanent records are kept of all scholarship transactions 
and each year, all scholarship records are verified by the State 
auditors. 
G • OTHER POLICIES 
Each year brought some additional problems and suggestions 
for changes in the policies governing· the scholarship program. 
f;ach of the changes adopted continued in the regulations from the 
year of its· beginning to date. As a. result of a problem which 
presented itself in the first year of operation, the 1948-49 
regulations contained an item giving the State Board 0£ Fiducation 
authority to grant a title extension on the repayment obligation i£ 
e.A"tenuating oircumata.nces existed. 
In 1949-.50 £allures ·mld drop-outs among the scholarship 
holders caused the addition ot tho regulation which stated that 
.failure to complete the study for which scholarship aid was grantoi 
caused the promissory note to become due am payable. 
In 1949-$0 another situation had presented a problem. With 
two years of teaching required tor each regular term scholarship, 
a £ew teachers.had taught for one year am then failed to continue 
in the profession; therefore, in the 1950 ... 51 regulations a provision 
was added which allowed the acceptance of partial cancellation by 
teaching al'Xl repyamento£ the remainder with interest'if the 
State Board·in its discretion accepted illness or other 
"unavoidable reasons."* 
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The 19'4•55 regulations:provided .f'or another emergency in 
the event oi' the death 0£ the recipient of scholarship aid prior 
to cancellation or the scholarship obligation,, the State Board tms 
given the authority to cancel· the scholarship obligation. 
In the 1956-57 regulations 1 provisions were made for. an· 
extension of time .f'or requil'ed military servic~ •. If' the individual 
did not return to teaching· after ·completing the military duty 1 • 
the promissory notes were to become due and payable. ·· 
Another item., which was written into the reguiations in 
1956-571 provided.for the.Prorated Summer Quarter Scholarships. 
Actually, this plan had been effective from the begimdng 0£ the 
program in 1947 and it provided for scholarship aid for summer 
quarter work for students who Wished to speed up their academic 
training by attending three regular torms and three surrmer sessions. 
Another big change in the policies governing the administration 
of the scholarship program occurred in 1956-57. As a result of a 
ruling hruxied down by Justice John w. Eggleston in the Virginia 
* . ' No definition was given for "unavoidable reasons.tt 
Supreme Court case, Almond versus Day, 9 all ~ectarian colleges 
and universities were dropped from tho approved list. The Almond 
versus Day case involved a petition for a writ of mania.mus 'imich 
was entered by Attorney General. J. Lin:lsay Almond, Jr. 1 to 
determine the validity 0£ item 210 (Fducation of War Orphans) of 
the Appropriations Act or 1954.10 
Part of the ruling hanied dmm by Justice E.ggleston 
prohibited the pa~t of tuition, institutional fees, and other 
designated expenses or eligible children who atteIXied. sectarian 
schools.ll This ruling was applied to the :scholarship programl2 
and the following institutions were dropped .from the approved 
list: 
Bridgewater College 
Eastern Mennonite College 
Emory and Henry College . 
Lynchburg College 
Mary Balchdn College 
Rarxlolph~1acon College 
Raniolph-4,iacon Wananta College 
Roanoke College 
·Saint Paul's College 
Shenandoah Conservatory 0£ Music 
Slteet Briar College 
Universit7 o;f Richmond 
Virginia Union University 
9Almom !• Daz, J.Cj7 Virginia LJ.9. 
lOActs am Joint. Resolutions of the General Assemblz of the 
Commom-reaitilo!Vir&§fa Session 1954; (Commomiealth of VirgWa: 
Division of Pllrcha.se aIXi Printing, 19$4) 1 PP• 970-971. 
llAlmord ! • Day, 197 Virginia 419. 
l2supra, PP• 181 27. 
The effects of this ru1ing on the scholarship program 
will be discu8sed in Chapter 13,13 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PROGRAM IU OPERATION 
·For nn evaluation of the effectiveness of the State 
Teachers' Scholarship Program, it l-ms necessary to collect 
statistics showing the operation of the program.. These 
included facts dealing with the number of scholarships which 
had been granted, the purpose !'or which the grants were made, 
the methods of cancellation or the scholarship obligations and 
other information pert;inent to these arens. 
A• SCHOLARSHIPS GRANrED 
The data given in this section Wel".9 compiled from the 
approval lists am the other records in the scholarship files 
in the Office of Teacher Education. It covers the eleven years 
or operation .in every ease except Table VIIl which contains the 
financial statement for each year except 19~7-SB. The i"inaJ. 
audits have not.been made on the books for the 1957-SB session. 
The figures shown in Table III, page 391 give the number 
of regular term arrl summer school scholarships and the total 
m:anber of scholarships which have been granted each year"' During 
the fiscal year 0£ 1947-48, very few scholarships were awarded. 
There were only m summer school am 209 regular term grants. 
It mu.st be remembered, however, that the regulations for 
administering the first summer school scholarships were not 
approved until May of 194 7, and the regular term regulations 
were not approved. until June o! that year. This gave very 
little time for publicizing the program.2 
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The number of summer school scholarships increased steadily 
.t"rom lll in 1947 to lt2l9 in 1951. The rapid increase in the 
first five years of operation illustrates the growth of the 
program an:1 its use by in-service teachers. These years include 
the period in which there were only tt.10 areas of eligibility for 
the teachers• scholarships.. The in-service teachers could quali.fy 
it they were working to raise a Collegiate or a substa.nda:rd 
certificate to the Collegiate Professional or to add an additional 
eniorsement in a shortage area. 
After 1951 there was a very slcn-r decline in the ll'lUl1her of 
sumer school scholarships approved each year. From 1951 to 1958 
the decrease has been from 1 1 219 to 888. The records show no 
reason for the decrea.seJ however, since no eligible applicants 
were rejected during these years, it seems reasonable to assume 
that the need for summer work is decreasing. This might possibly 
2supra, P• 16. 
be due to the gradual decline in the percentage of substandard 
certificate holders in the State .3 
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The regular term scholarships have shmm a ste~y increase 
from 209 in 1947 to 1,561 in 1958. The only ox.caption was in 
1951-.52 when there nas a slight regression 1n the constant rise 
in the number 0£ regular term scholarships approved. 
Attention should ~so be called to the year 1956-57 
Yhieh was the first year that the regular term scholarship 
program was opened to all eligible students in teacher training 
programs with no restrictions as to subject areas or grade 
levels. In this year, however, there was onJ.7 the normal increase 
of regular term scholarships rather than a big jump. Thia was due 
to the £act that in 1956-57 all sectarian colleges were removed 
fro.m the approved list of institutions for recipients of State 
teachers• scholarship aid• 4 · 
3Infra, P• !53 
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Table r:v, page 41, and Table V1 page 42, show the number 
of regular term and summer school scholarships which have been 
held each year at the approved institutions of higher learning 
in Virginia. The colleges which have been designated primaril.y 
as teacher training institutions lead the number 0£ students 
holding scholarships• They are Radford College 1 Madison 
College, Longwood College, ani Virginia State College. 
Table IV shows 194 regular term scholarships held at 
sectarian colleges in 1955-56. From 1947-48 to l9S5-.56, 1,230 
or the S 1905 regular term scholarships were granted to 
in:lividu.als at sectarian schools. This is approximately 21 
per cent of the scholarships granted. 
The l9S6-57 records show a drop in the number or sur.mer 
school scholarships even though the summer school regulations 
were also broadened. This ivas in a large measure also due to 
the removal of sectarian institutions :from the approved list. 
'l'a.ble V shows that 172 sumner school scholarships were held in 
19S5 at the sectarian institutions which were removed frOI11 the 
approved list in 1956. This represented approximately 18 per 
cent of the 980 summer aohool scholarships for 19SS. From 1947 
through 19S5, 1,166 or the 71 705 sun:mer school scholarships 
were held by individuals at sectarian schools. This is 
approximate~ lS per cent or the scholarships granted.5 
-'supra, P• 3.5 
TABLE "N 
REGULAR TERM SCHOLARSHIPS* HELD AT APPROVED STATE DJSTITUTIONS** 
Institution i:t~ i:tt~ 19~9 -0 i:~ 19~1 - 2 19~2 -J l~~ l~~~ l~~i 19~6 - 7 i~~A Totals 
Bridgewater College 8 14 8 ll 7 12 21 19 2.3 0 0 123 
Clinch Valley College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 6 8 22 
College of William and Mary 0 6 17 19 12 10 30 32 34 49 6.3 272 
College of William and Mary in Norfolk 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 2 5 26 51 92 
Eastern Mennonite College 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
F.mory and Henry College 10 30 16 31 19 30 35 29 17 0 0 223 
Hampton Institute 12 31 30 14 12 l4 13 21 22 16 20 205 
Hollins College 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 l l 3 
Longwood College 26 101 85 127 96 79 126 139 180 246 295 1500 
Lynchburg College 8 50 22 58 J6 34 49 44 55 0 0 356 
Madison College 25 104 80 94 81 106 154 169 217 291 376 1697 
Mary Baldwin College 4 2 3 4 l 5 2 4 7 0 0 32 
Mary Washington College 9 0 6 9 14 13 29 46 70 82 119 397 
Radf oltl College 37 95 121 79 83 104 129 181 231 369 437 1866 
Randolph-Macon College 0 2 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 0 0 4 
Randolph-l1acon Woman's College 4 3 l 3 l 2 5 l l 0 0 21 
Richmond Professional Institute 7 7 7 15 12 13 27 . 22 40 4o 49 2.39 
Roanoke College 4 5 5 3 8 4 6 ll 24 0 0 70 
Saint Paul's College 14 19 14 10 5 10 16 18 16 0 0 122 
Shenarxioah Conservatory 0£ Music 0 l 3 5 5 3 4 8 7 0 0 36 
Sweet Briar College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 
University of Richmond 0 ll 5 3 .3 6 10 16 28 0 0 82 
University of Virginia 2 3 17 6 5 11 13 ll 15 23 25 131 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 0 6 ll 22 6 13 ll 17 24 30 31 171 
Virginia State College 32 BJ 121 85 91 66 79 85 90 67 72 871 
Virginia State College in Norfolk 0 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 7 28 4.3 
Virginia Union University __]_ 6 18 15 32 22 .12. ..§ 15 0 0 157 - - - - - -Totals 209 584 592 62l 532 551 780 900 1130 125.3 1581 87.39 
*Includes Prorated Summer Quarter Scholarships. 
**Source: Records at State Department of F.ducation. 
TABLE V 
SUMMER SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS HELD AT APPROVED STATE IliSTITUTIONS* 
Institution 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 i952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 Totals 
Bridgewater College J. 2 0 l 2 3 l 2 2 0 0 14 
Clinch Valley College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 17 25 51 
College of William arxi Mary 11 42 2l 31 45 4l 43 4.3 47 31 6o 415 
College of William and Mary in Norfolk 0 2 1 3 l 1 l 3 17 52 6o w 
Eastern Mennonite College 1 1 l 1 0 0 1 l l 0 0 7 
Emory and Henry College 3 3 4 16 26 22 2.3 34 25 0 0 156 
Hampton Institute 7 35 47 81 88 63 34 2l 15 12 18 421 
Hollins College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Longwood College 10 8~ 74 106 89 101 99 102 102 80 87 935 
Lynchburg College 3 7 8 17 28 20 2l 27 44 0 0 175 
Madison College 12 68 84 156 1.51 179 136 1.40 127 124 118 1295 
Mary Baldwin College 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 5 0 0 10 
Mary Washington College l 7 3 15 14 11 12 9 14 15 18 ll9 
Rad.ford College 24 139 :113 264 302 254 243 265 249 261 234 2378 
Randolph-Macon College 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
Randolph-,.~acon Waman•s College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Richmond Professiona.1 Institute 2 10 9 26 29 31 21 19 27 36 61 271 
Roanoke College l 8 6 18 21 25 26 22 18 0 0 :115 
Saint Paul's College 0 18 21. 40 66 61 4l 32 30 0 0 309 
Shenarxloah Conservatory of Music 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 2 
Sweet Briar College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
University of Richmond l 6 5 9 16 J1 15 17 16 0 0 99 
University of Virginia ll 22 22 54 109 98 75 76 73 71 78 689 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 2 4 3 8 12 12 17 l9 18 14 39 148 
Virginia State College 15 118 123 173 179 143 166 153 102 94 80 1346 
Virginia State College in Norfolk 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 l 2 2 10 21 
Virginia Union University 6 -12 25 ~ __lfh 40 ~ ~ 2! 0 0 248 - - -
Totals 1ll &:tJ 6ol 1049 1219 1123 1007 1015 980 809 888 9402 
~ 
i!Source: Records at State Department of Education. 
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Table VI, page 441 shows the number of men am l-lomen · 
holding summer school am regular term scholarships each year. 
These are approx.ima.te figures and cannot be taken as absolutes . 
because theydepen:i upon the authorts interpretation of the 
individual names of the scholarship holders. The separate 
cards in the scholarship files do not indicate the sex of the 
scholarship holder. The .f:igures ·are interesting because they 
irxlicate that the trend in scholarship holders has followed 
-the pattern displayed in the public schools. A large majority 
ot the teachers in Virginia are women and Table VI shows that 
1 1163 men and 81239 women have held s unnner school scholarships. 
There have been 997 men and 7 1 742 women regular term scholarship 
holders. 
TABLE VI 
MEN AND WOHEN HOLDIW SCHOLARSHIPS* 
l:t~ 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 195~ 195.~ i:~ 1956 195A Fiscal Year ~9 -50 -51 -52 -53 -5 -5 -57 -5 Totals 
Summer School 
Hen 20 42 50 93 134 156 136 130 162 102 138 ll63 
Summer School 
Women ...2! ~ .m 956 1085 967 871 885 818 121. 12£ 8239 - - - -
Summer School 
Totals lll 6oo 601 1049 1219 ll23 1007 . 1015 980 809 888 9402 
Regular Term 
Men 8 93 105 us 72 61 91 93 131 lll ll7 991 
Regular Term 
Women 201 491 487 506 460 496 689 807 999 1142 1464 7742 - - - - - - -
Regular Term 
Totals 209 584 592 621 532 551 78o 900 11.30 1253 1581 8739 
'*Source: Reeoros at State Department 0£ F.clueation. 
Tho ootunl seholsrship e:zx.ntituroo for cnah year o.ro 
shown in Table VII, page h6. A oanpnriSon or tho amounts of 
the appropriations tor each year as shmm in Table II, page 1$, 
with the funds available as irxlioatod in Table VII rovenls a 
dillet'enee in a mmibei' of the years, 'lhis is due to the 
inclusion of deficit authoriZations, OOlances .trom previous 
yeam1 repayments, and special appropriations in Table VII. 
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TABLE VII 
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS AVAILABLE 
AND EXPENDITURESi} 
Fiscal Year Fun:is Available** Fun.is Expended 
1947-48 $330,ooo $ 63,320.00 
1948-49 232,500 218,680.oo 
1949-50 246,.320 225,555.00 
1950-Sl 2751000 273,745.00 
1951-52 306,255 255,272.35 
1952-53 300,000 298,704.00 
1953-54 :n1,296 362, 7!i0.50 
.1954 ... 55 400,000 396,826.oo 
1955-56 495,ooo 462,565.50 
1956-57 515,ooo 489,821.00 
*source: Records at State Department of F.ducation. 
*'h'Funds available differ from State Appropriations shmin 
in Table II because these totals include appropriations, deficit 
authorizations 1 and balance from previous year. 
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. B. USE OF THE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Table III, page 39, showed that 9 ,402 summer school aIXl 
8,739 regular term scholarships have been granted in the eleven 
years or operation. Before approval of each or these scholarships, 
the Office of Teacher Education had checked the eligibility of 
the applicant, the areas of training £or the regular term holders; 
ar.d the.purposes for which the suromer school scholarships were 
granted. At the end or the regular terms and the BUllDner sessions, 
transcripts £or the scholarship holders were sent to the 0££ice 
of Teacher FAucation and were examined. The State lmew thereby 
that the scholarships were used for the purposes £or which they 
were granted. Because of the time element, it was impossible 
to check the use of l8,l4l scholarships; therefore Table VIII, 
page 49 1 am Table IX, page 51, are based on groups rather 
than the entire totals. 
In 1957-58 there were l,581 regular term scholarships. 
Table VIII shows the areas in which the scholarships 1'1ere used. 
Because of variations in the areas or study, the table gives the 
number of scholarship holders with single majors and also the 
areas of the double major students. The double majors a.re shown 
in both subjects; therefore, totals have been shown for the 
number of students preparing in each .f'ield, but no grand totals 
were given because they would have been misleading. 
It must be noted that. diversified occupations, Latin, 
and speech show. no single majors, but they appear: in the column 




AREAS OF TEACHER TRAirmm FOR THE l957-S8 
REGULAR TERM SCHOLARSHIP HOLDEP.S* 
Number in Number Combiiliriii 
Single Another Area 
Subjects HaJor Area With HaJor Totals 
Agricult~e 19 0 19 
Art 24 8 32 
Biology 16 .38 54 
Business Education 128 6 JJ4 
Chemistry s 16 21 
Distributive Education 7 .3 10 
Diversified Occupations 0 3 3 
Dramatics 0 .3 3 
Elementary Frlucation 644 61 705 
English 71 128 199 
French 3 24 27 
Government l 0 l 
History 28 105 133 
Home Economics lll 4 ll5 
Latin 0 1 l 
Library Science 3 9 12 
Mathematics .32 50 82 
Music 51 5 62 
Physical Education 84 21 105 
Physics l 3 4 
Science 7 32 39 
Social Science 19 56 75 
Spanish 3 20 23 
Speech 0 l l 
Speech Therapy 2 0 2 
Trade and 
Industrial. F.ducation 6 0 6 
~ouroe: Records at State Department of F.ducation. 
Table IX, page $11 shows the reasons £or vhich the 1957 
summer school scholarships were held. A large majority of the 
scholarship holde!s 1 748 teachers, were working toward a starxlard 
Collegiate Professional Certificate. Of this group,.128 were 
taking professional education courses to raise the.Collegiate 
Certificate to the Collegiate Professional am 620 were tald.ng 
'., . ' 
courses leading to a baccalaureate degree. The 620 were teachers 
' . . ' 
who had a minimum of W semester hours o.r college work but not 
enough for a starxlard certificate. 
Another important £aot shown is that .34 were working 
toward proficiency 1n hardling the guidance services and the 
speciol. education areas. For the group of 103 who were working 
£or added endorsements 1 attention should be ealled to the fact 
that these teachers already hold Collegiate Professional 
Certificates. They were studying for another area of teaching 
at the request of their principals or diVision superintendents. 
TABLE IX 
PURPOSES FOR USE OF 1957 Sm.IHER 
SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS*' 
~ose 
Raise Collegiate Certificate to 
Collegiate Professional 
Work towaro baccalaureate degree and 
Collegiate Professional Certificate 
Credits for added errlorsements 
Preparation £or resumption of teaching 
Training in guidance or special education 
Total 









Table x, page 53; shows the tJ-pes o:r certificates which have 
been issued in Virginia from 1946-47 through 1956-57. The number 
of each type of certificate holder is also given for ea.ch year. 
It is signi.tica.nt to note that the Postgraduate Professional., 
Collegiate Professional, and Collegiate Certificates have increased 
in number as the total ot teachers has risen. These are the 
certificates 'Which are based on at least a baccalaureate degree 
from an accredited college or university. 
The Normal Professional, Special and :Emergency License 
or the types of certification based on a minimum of 2 years of 
college work haVe decreased. The remainder of the sub-standard 
licenses and permits have also grown noticeably smaller. 
TABLE X 
CERTIFICATES HELD BY VIRGDUA PUBLIC SCHOOL TEA.CHERS 
FROM 1946-li7 'l'O 19.56-57* 
Certificates 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 1949-$0 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 
Postgraduate 
Pro.fessional** 100 717 1~87 1,807 2,199 2,443 2,6.5.5 
Collegiate 
Professional. 9,278 9,963 10,724 ll,728 l.3J'066 l3,6oo 14,328 14,899 15,734 16,88J. 17,809 
Collegiate 789 929 1,137 1,431 1,675 l,t486 1,390 1,392 .1,444 l,594 1,615 
Normal Prof es-
sionaJ. 5,012 4,867 4,613 4,478 4,434 4.270 4,128 4,oco ,4,201 4,2.52 4,244 
Special 428 . 400 402 387 373 255 219 212 215 222 206 
Emergency 
License 88.5 1,115 l,153 1,182. 984 1,045 1,103 l,212 1,124 1,149 1,2.57 
Elementary arrl 
Provisional 
Elementary .571 483 471 435 410 .364 326 317 S47 637 6.56 
Vocational*** 16.5 105 l()C) l.lO 
Local Permit 2,.383 2,10.5 l,9.52 1,730 l,436 1,.506 l,442 1,471 .1,276 1,322 1,348 
Special. Purpose 
License** 171 223 206 196 193 210 212 
Totals l9 ,.571 19,967 20,,.561 21,481 22,741 23,466 24,329 25,566 26,933 28,710 30,062 
*Source: Records at State Department of Education. 
~ostgraduate Professional Certificates a?Xi Special Purpose Licenses issued in 1950-51 for first time in 
Virginia. 
***vocational Certificates discontinued after 1949-50. \n \.tJ 
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c. CANCELLATION OF THE SCHOLARSHIPS 
The primary purpose for the inauguration of the State 
Teachers' Scholarship Program was to put qualified teachers in 
the classrooms of the public schools of Virginia. To determi.ne 
the degree to which this goal had been accomplished• it was 
necessary to learn how the obligations of teaching to cancel 
payment of the promissocy notes were met. 
The 121766 scholarships, shown in Table ll1 page 561 as 
cancelled to date 1 did not include the notes which will be 
cancelled as a result of teaching in the 1957-58 school session. 
l?igures for this year were not available. The 121766 cannot be 
compared to any totals of certain years as shown in previous 
tables because extensions of time have been granted in special. 
cases by the State Board or Education, and there are variations 
in the numbers of the scholarships held by ilxtividuals. For 
example, cancellation of a scholarship held by a freshman in 
1956-57 would not be required until the school year of l96o-6l 
unless the student 1d.thdraws from college. Cancellation of a. 
scholarship held by a senior in 1956-57 would be required in 
the school session ot 1957-58. 
The figures in Table XI cover the cancelled promissory 
notes for which information had been collected by the Office of 
Teacher Education, cancellation had been reoomed in the files, 
and accounts had bean verified by the State auditors. 
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The revealing figure in Table XI is the 21999 regular term 
scholarships which have been cancelled by teaching. This represents 
71.8.3 per cent of the regular term scholarships which have been 
cancelled. The 98.3 regular term scholarships which have been 
cancelled by payment rather.than teaching represent approximately 
24 per cent of the cancelled regular term scholarships am is 
undoubtedly due to the fact that many young women drop out or 
school and marry. These drop-outs in many cases have held one 
or two scholarships. 
The fact that there have been eleven scholarships 
cancelled because of death and six cancelled because of 
disability shaw that the State Board of Education has exercised 
its authority to cancel scholarships. The combination of 
teaching and payment to cancel the scholarship obligation which 
includes 96 summer school scholarship holders and 183 regular 
term scholarship holders is also to be expected. E2ctenuating 
oircumstanaea cause a limited number of teachers to withdraw 
tram the profession each year, and it must be remembered that 
the statistics shown in Table XI include the years .for which 
two years of teaching were required to cancel each scholarship. 
TABLE XI 
METHODS OF CANCELLillG 121 766 SCHOLARSHIPS TO BEGINNING 
· TO 1957-58 SCHOOL SF.sSIOlJ* 
Number Per Cent Number bY Per Cont by Number Per Cent. Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
by by Teaching Teaching by by by by by by 
Type Teachin§ Teaching and P~ent · arxl Payment Pai!E,!ent Payment Death Death Disabilitz Disabilitl Totals 
Summer 
School 8,298 96.59 96 1.12 189 2.2 8 .09 0 0 8,591 
Regular 
Term 2,999 71.83 183 4.38 983 21.15' 3 :!!!.. 7 .17 4,175 - -
Totals ll,297 88.49 279 2.18 l,l'l2 9.18 ll .09 7 o.o6 12,766 
'*source: Reconis at State Department of F.ducation. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOB1ENDATIONS 
The leadership of State· Superintement G~ Tyler Miller 
and the strength of action by Governor William M. Tuck in 
1946-47 · staoo out as important milestones 1n the development 
of Virginia ts educational system. As leaders Who envisioned 
the vital needs mxl changes which would confront public 
education in the decade 'ahead; they laid the groundwork f'or 
a program vhich has placed many certified teachers in the 
public schools 0£ Virginia and has given aid in the up-grading 
of the professional training of in ... service teachers. 
A• SUMMARY OF FINDIIDS 
From its inception in 1946-471 the State Teachers• 
Scholarship Program has eXparrled and developed under the 
capable administration of State Superintenients G. Tyler 
Miller (1946-1949); Dowell J. Howard (1949•1957*) 1 and Dav~ 
Y. Paschall (l9S7•_) ·until Virginia has the broadest program 
o:r State-supported· scholarship aid for teachers which IDA"f be 
found in the forty-eight states. With twenty-one states having 
programs which range from the North Dakota plan or aid for the 
i'iJeceased, February 231 1957 
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ilxlividuals who promise to teach in the one-room, rural schools 
of the state; to the Louisiana. program where the teachers• 
scholarships could be tools in the hams 0£ the politicians; or 
to the thirteen states which ofter aid only at the state-
supported teacher-training colleges and universities, the 
Virginia plan sta.rxls out for its comprehensiveness, 
From the scholarship materials received from the 
forty..seven states, it appears that only two states have 
programs which might be compared .favorably with the Virginia 
plan. One would be Florida which has a regular term program 
i;hat ia wider in coverage than Virginia's plan since it 
encompasses all Florida colleges and universities which have 
accredited teacher-training programs,. In Virginia all 
sec~ian colleges an:i universities have been excluded from 
participation in the program since 1956. The Florida plan, 
however, contains no provision .for summer aid .tor in-service 
. teachers mxl this is a vital part of the Virginia program, 
The other state which in time may surpass the present 
Virginia plan is ?lorth Carolina• Its program, started in 
1957, is still in its infancy am must withstand the tests of 
time and operation. In its provisions 1 however, it follows 
very closely the pattern set by Virginia's scholarship plan, 
except that it has not been limited, by legal interpretation, 
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to non-sectarian institutions 0£ higher learning •. 
As the·policies and regulations governing the State' 
Teachers' Scholarship Program developed :In the eleven years of 
operation, .the program has broadened am improved. When problems 
such as extensions of cancellation time arose, solutions were 
foi.l!rl 'Which strengthened the program at the same time as they 
helped the teachers ani prospective teachers in the State. 
The Virginia .State Teachers• Scholarship Program has 
made 8,739 regular term ani. 91402 summer school grants 1n its 
eleven yea.rs of operation. or the 8,739 regular term 
scholarships only 4117S had reached their cancellation period 
at the beginning of the 1957-58 school session, ruxl of thiS 
group 2,999 or n.8) per cent had been cancelled by teaching 
and 183 or 4.38 per cent had . been cancelled by combined. teaching 
and paJlnlent. This means that Virginia's public schools have had 
the seI'V'ices of 21999 fully-trained graduates of the teacher-
training departments of Virginia's accredited colleges and. 
universities. 
It cannot be assumed that the 21999 individu.eJ.s became 
teachers only because scholarship aid was provided.J however, 
it is true that the State received the services o£ 21999 
teachers who chose to cancel their regular term scholarship 
obligation in thiS way. 
With approX:l.:mately 72 por cent or the regw.ar term 
scholarship holders caricelling their scholarship obligation by 
teaching, the same percentage applied to the remainder of· the 
regular term scholarships which have been granted to date 
indicates that Virginia can expect 3,286 ·teaching P<>sitions to 
be filled by Collegiate ProfessionaJ. Certificate holders from 
past scholarships. ·An even larger number can be expected in 
the coming years since the trend show a steady increase in the 
regular scholarship holders for the pa.st eleven years. 
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The State has no assurance that all of these teachers 
lrl.ll remain as permanent,· active members of the teaching 
profession. It is un:loubtedly true, with the large majority of 
the scholarship holders being women, that many will drop out. of 
the profession for marriage and the rearing or a fam:1.ly .. 
However I those women form a potential. ror future teachers in the 
State and they are valuable members 0£ society because they have 
trained £or the profession of teaching. 
Of the 8,591 summer school scholarships ~lhich had beoome 
dua for cancellation before the 1957 .. 58 school session, 81298 
or 96.59 per cent had been cancelled by tettohing and 96 or 
1.12 per cent had been cancelled by combined teaching and 
payment. This means that Virginia received the full time 
teaching services or at least 8,298 teachers vho were better 
prepared for teaching because of more study and training. 
The number of sub~tandard certificate holders in 
Virginia is decreasing in proportion to the tota1 number of 
cerbificates held. Not all of the credit for the decrease can 
be given to the scholarship program, but ·with approximately 
70 per cent of the 1957 summer school scholarship group 
uorldng toward a baccauaureate degree, the scholarship program 
must have made a big contrirution to this development. 
B. fil.:COHHENDATI015 
Members of the teaching profession in Virginia are 
fortunate in having political and educntional leaders who are 
willing to provide the funds for and the administration of an 
excellent scholarship program. The following recommendations 
are ma.de .for future development of the program: 
l. The scholarship program should be continued and 
increased in scope. 
2. Further efforts should be made to reinstate on the 
approved list all institutions or higher learning 
which have accredited teacher training programs. 
3. A study should be made at the State Department of 
Education to simplify the administration of the 
State Teachers• Scholarship Program. 
4. Special areas related to the scholarship program 
should be considered by individuals seeking topics 




Acts arrl Resolutions of the General Assembly of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. Rich.mm: Division or 
Purchase and Priming., 1947 through 19.56. 
Buck, J. L .. Blair. The Developri!ent of Public Schools 
in Virginia 16o7-1952. Richmorrl: Commom1ealth of 
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Minutes of the Meetings of the Stato Board 0£ Education, 
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APPE1:IDIX 
EXCERPT FR011 THE ACTS AND JOTh'T RESOLUTIONS OF THE 
GENERAL ASSEHJLY OF THE COEl~Ol~mALTH OF VIRGINIA 
(Extra Session 1947) PP• 9-ll. 
6S 
Chap .1- An ACT to appropriate out or the general funi of the 
State treasury 1 for school purposes. am .for schools in . 
certain institutions certain sums in addition to am 
supplemental to the moneys appropriated by Chapter .)08 of 
the Acts of 1946, (General Appropriation Act), ard to 
prescribe certain terms, comitions arxl provisions with. 
respect to the e;xpenditures 0£ same. {H B l) 
Approved. January 181 1947 
Be it enacted by. the General Assembly of. Virginia&· . . . 
1, That there is thereby appropriated to the State Boa.rd ot 
F.duoa.tion, out 0£ the general .f.'u.nrl of the State treasury, for 
the purposes of improving the operation of the public schools of 
the State t am there is hereby further appropriated out or the 
general. .fund of the State treasury to the institutions hereinafter 
named to improve the operation of schools therein the following 
items or sums, !or the specifio objects :1.ndicateds 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• 
Item 7 
. ' 
For scholarships £or teachers !or the public schools of Virginia 
for the second yoo:r of the biennium, an amount not to 
exceed • •. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • $.3.301000 
To be apportioned as set out in Paragraphs l and 21 
following: 
{l) Scholarships for senior. an:l junior college students ar.d. 
emergency teachers who obligate themselves to prepare £or 
elementary teaching and to teach in the public schools of 
Virginia for four :years, a sum not to exceed $3001000 for 
the secoIXl year of the biennium. 
,This appropriation shall be corxiitional ani shall be 
administered by the Governor in accordanoe with the following 
provisions: Upon recommeniation or the State Board· of F.ducation, 
the Governor is authorized in his discretion to approve 
scholarships of not more than $300 each year for senior and 
junior students atterxiing Virginia colleges, provided. they are 
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residents of Virginia, atxl agree to prepare for teaching in the 
elementary grades arxl to teach in the schools of Virginia upon 
graduation from college; provided further that each such student 
to be recommerrled for an elementary teacher•s scholarship by the 
State Board of Education shall be selected on the certification of 
the head 0£ the institution the student is attending that such 
student in the opinion of the faculty and college.officials has 
given evidence of being qualified by personality, character am 
demonstrated scholastic ability for teaching in the elementary 
grades; and provided further, however, that each student. '· 
receiving such scholarship aid shall sign and execute notes to · 
the C0Ill1\10nwealth of Virginia emorsed by responsible ·adults for 
the amount of financial aid thus received, which obligations 
shall bear interest from date at the rate of . three per centum 
per year and shall be cancelled at the rate of $1SO imlUcling 
interest on the cancelled portion of the obligation for each 
year thn.t the recipient teaches in the public schools after 
graduation from college, and any amount uncanoelled by such 
service shall be repaid in full to . the State within a period or 
four years with interest from date at the rate of three per . 
centum per year. 
The same provisions as set forth above shall. apply to the 
a.warding of scholarships to persona who have taught in the public 
schools of Virginia on emergency licenses for at least one year 
in which case each such person may be eligible to receive 
scholarship aid at $300 per year for a period not to exceed two 
yea.rs 1 . upon recommendation ot the State Board of. ~ucation1 based 
upon certification by the Superintendent of Schools UIXier whom the 
said person has taught that he or she has given satisfactory 
service and in his opinion is qualified by personality, character 
and demonstrated fitness for teaching in the elementary grades. 
The obligation to the State or the recipient of such scholarship 
aid will be .. at the rate of $300 with interest .tram date at. the 
rate 0£ three per centum. per year 1 for each year such aid iS 
received.1 and shall be cancelled at the rate of $150 per year 
including accumulated interest on the cancelled portion or the 
obligation by further teaching service or shall be repaid as 
provided for junior aIXl senior college students who receive such 
scholarship aid. 
!t is provided also that the number of suoh soh9larships 
outstruxling shall. not be in excess of 1 1000 during any one school 
session an:1 such scholarships shall be given to students 
enrolled at either State supported or private educ::mtional 
:Lnstitutions in Virginia. which provide appropriate courses in the 
preparation of elementary teachers, approved by the State Board 0£ 
Education. 
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(2) SUL1.ncr school uoholamhips to provide prepamtion tor 
too.Qltlng fc:tr college groduatcs and cmcrgeno-.r teachers 
who oblieate themselves to take uork in sur.ncr aohool 
in education eours<m in State supported ani privn'te 
ooucational. institutions in Virginia and to teach in 
tho public schools of V:i.reirun, a. su:n not to mccood 
$301000 for the secorrl yoo:r of the biennium. 
This appropriation shall bo oonditl.onal. mx1 sbnll be 
ndministered by the Governor in a.cconlaneo wlt:l1 the following 
provisions: upon rcco.'Taacrxlation of the Stnte Bonn:! of Education, 
the Governor is authorized in hia discretion to approve not in 
excooa or 300 seholamhips not to exceed $100 each for college 
graduates ruxi toachers with emcrgencr.r licenses b::l.sed on two Ci" 
more years of college troining who slmll be residents of V irgini.a 
am l'fuo Will attand summer school in Sta:to supported and private 
oducationaJ. imtitutioIW in Virginia to t.o.ke prescribed toocher 
wucation courses ruxi agree to teach int.he public school.a of 
Virginia fer the school session inmodio.tely followinG s~ 
school atterxianoe on such scholarship; provided further, however, 
"Uw.t each such student to be rc,'Oon:momed for n sum.er school 
echolamhip by the State Doottl oi' OO.ucntio11 ahall bo selected 
upon the cortJ.:f':toation by the hood or the :t.nsti tution from 'lmicb 
he or she graduated, or :J.n the caso of teachers mtb emeracncy 
licenaes by t.."le Dlviaion Suporintondont of Solwol.s un:ler \Jhom 
the said teacher has taught i:J:l:lt ho or she has given evidence of 
beil"Jg qunli.£ied £or the to.n.ching prof oosion by personality; 
character arxl dcmomtmted scholastic ability; tlrd provided 
furlil1er, her.rover; thnt ooch recipient of such s UllmCX' school 
soholarsllip aid sliall sign and m.:ooute a note to the CQ'Lwmroalth 
or Vtrginia, endorsed lr.r a responsible Ddult, for the amount of 
.f:Lnancial. aid thua received with inte?."f::l3t from cato at the rote 
of' three per centum per year which cblfention inelwing interest 
shall be cancelled at the rate or not more tram $100 £or eooh 
year that the recipient teaches in tho publ.io school or Vireinin 
ai"ter s~ school attenlance on such acholnrship an:l ar,y 
rur1.0tult unctmee-J.l.ed by such teaohing service shall be ropnid in 
1'uJ.l to the State irltb interest tron1 date at the rate or throe 
per contum per year. 
·· It is provided atao that. the number or such scholarships 
awanlOO. shall nat; be in exaesu or $.300 each summer, an1 t..t-iat such 
sehoJ.a.rslrl.ps my be gi.von to college graduates or tea.cbora with 
emergency licenses basal on two or more yoars of college training 
who attend S"ur.mer schoo1 nt either state supported or private 
educational institutions in Virginia t-mich offer courses :1n 
toooher preparation, approved by the State Board ot Education. 
FORM il.T.R. 
2/ll/57 
COMHONWEALTH OF V!RG!NIA 
STATE OOA!lD OF EDUC;\TION 
RICH!JOND 16 
RffiUUTIONS FUR ADMINI.::JTEIUNG REGULAR TZ!lM :.>TATE TEACHERS' SCHC'L\RSHIFS 
, I, ELIGIBILITY 
A. The candidate must: 
l, Be a resident of Virginia who is preparin[ to teach in the Virginia 
Public Schools in the elanentary grades or in subjects generally 
offered in Virginia high schools, 
2, Possess scholastic ability and personal characteristics desirable for 
effective teaching, 
~3. Be a student classified as a freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior in 
a state-supported or private, non-sectarian, degree-granting.college 
in Virginia approved under the scholarship plan, 
4, Applicant must be enrolled in a curriculum including Student Teaching 
and qualifying him for a Collegiate Professional Certificate, 
5, Summer C0.iarter Study - A student who continues study in a sulllr.1Pr c;uart"r 
in order to secure a degree in less than four calendar years m.'.ly te <X'n-
sidered eligible for a Prorated Summer Quarter Regular Term Scholarship 
Loan, This study should consist of arproximately ten semester hours of 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree, and scholarship aid for this 
purpose will be available at the rate of $117.00 per summer quarter, 
B. Only a limited number of carefully selected freshmen will be eligible, 
Such freshmen candidates must: 
l. Possess good scholastic ability as indicated by above avera&e rar.k in 
his .or her high school '·class and by above averase score or rank on a 
standardized scholastic aptitude or achievement test, 
2, Have an established record of good citizenship and possess personal 
characteristics regarded as desirable for effective teaching; This 
should be.confirmed by interview with college officers and by 
recommendations of former teachers, 
3. Possess such other qualifications as the college authorities may pre-
scribe in picking out highly selected candidates, 
II. PROllISSORY NOTES nm CANCELLATION 
Each candidate must agree to sign and execute a promissory note to the Common-
W'3alth of Virginia for the amount of scholarship aid received, ~ihich obligation 
shall bear interest at the rate of ~% per year, This note must be endorsed by a 
responsible, adult. resident of Virginia, The obligation including interest can 
be cancelled by teaching one full school year, for each scholarship rPceived, in 
the public schools of Virginia immediately following graduation frcm collev,e, and 
any amount uncancelled by such service shall be repaid at termination of teaching 
s~rvice, with interest from date of note at 3% per year; provided, however, tr.at 
for extenuating circumstances the State Board of Education may, in its discrPtion, 
extend the time for teaching to cancel the loan or for repayment. If it beccrr.es 
~ecessary for this note to be collected by an attorney, the maker and ernorser 
·nereoy agree to pay fifteen per cent um collection charges as an attorney's fee 
:'..n addition to the amount due on same at the time of collection, 
Zach candidate must also agree that in case he or she fails to complete at the 
ez;,ected time the study 1 as shown on the application, for which the scholarship 
aid is given, leaves college before graduation, or leaves Virginia to complete 
graduation requirements, the note will become due and _payable; provided, however, 
that for extenuating circumstances the :>tat<' E<>ard of Ed•1cat i.0n :r.ar, in it" 
discrution, extend the tk.e for completion of st·idy or the tir.e for rc'P":.ic.c:it • 
The recipient of a scholars1'ip is authorized to cancel thE' oblit:;at;cr. in~~td'!.>; 
interest by teachini:; under contract one fUll ;rear, for each ~ar of 8cl:ol:.r3hip 
aid received, in the public schools of Virginia afier rraduntion frc-!'.: n1 l·o~'e • 
i 
If graduation i:>rogram is shortened by including F'?Y'rated Sunr:ier 0-iart.•r :'d:obr-
ships with Regular Tenn Scholarships, the period of teachir.g to car.c~l the' f<>ur 
or more loans will not exten:I over more than four school years. 
Partial cancellation of the obligation, by teaching less than cm• schC'· l y•·:ir, 
will be allowed only in the discretion of the Gt ate Board of Educ at. L 1 r, 1'11cn cat-
isfactory evidence is furnished that the recipient of the scholarsl1ip id1 r.:,~ 
been prevented from completing a full year of teaching service t-ccaus'.' nf c crcum-
stances beyond his or her control, st:ch as illness or for other una\·oi.,i:ible r.-:ise>n,;, 
Not n:ore than one year will be allow€'d for graduate study a:; a basis for F05t-
poning the cancellation of this obligation ir.nediat<'ly follol·f.ni:; gradu"tion; 
provided, however, that for extenuating circlll:lstancPs the State ll0ord of fa!..icat.kr. 
may, in its discretion, allow not more than ho years. 
When and if the candidate performs required r.lilitary service, the tim" f,Jr 
teaching to cancel the promissory note will be postp0m•d for the pc,riod »f such 
required service, If the note is not cancelled by te:ichir.g, theM wi.11 be no 
suspension of interest because of the r..ilitary se:rric<'. If the n:a\«'r ,,.,,h:nt.ari :~· 
re-enlists, the note be co JOO s due and payal::lP, roth principal and interc-ct. 
In the event of the death, or illinass of prolor.gPc! and serious nature, cf tho 
.recipient of ~cholarohip aid prior to cancellat~on by teachi.'1:; service, t\,,, c~t;•t•' 
Board of Education may, in its discretion, cancel both principal and intr1-.2st, in 
whole or in part, 
III. APPLICATION PR)CEDURE 
A. The president of the collece or his authorized representativ<> will reco:m"«'r.d 
candidates, ..mo are preparinf, for teachin~ in accordance with the regulatir.n3 
mentioned above. Freshmen c~ndidates will b<> recommended in accordanee \nth 
the special reguJJltions prescribed by the State Foard of Education, a~ 
explained in the eligibility provisions aoove, No aoplice.tion ~ Fill "" 
~!:£.applicants f!:2!!!. ~~~of Education. 
B. The prescribed and current applicaU n fonn must be used and submitted t0 U,c 
State Beard of Education. If the application is approved by the !bard, the 
applicant will be notified through the college. In considering applic,,tions 
for scholarships, preference may be given to applicants prep'lring to servo in 
the areas of greatest need. 
C. Applications must be submitted to the State Department of Educntion by June 
first of each year except applications for study in the summer quarter wi:ich 
must be sutmitted by May first of each year. 
IV. PAYME!ll' TO STUDENT 
When the State Eoard of Education has approved a scholarship grant, the applicant 
must sign a promissory note in the proper amount bearing interest fro~ date of 
note at 3% per year, which must be endorsed by a responsible, adult citizen of 
Virginia, When this note is accepted and the candidate is report2d by th" cell"€?' 
as enrolled with a full program of wirk, a check '.'ILL BE SENT TO THE RECIPIDIT 
THROUGH THE COLLEGE. 
Seholarship aid as defined in theae regulations will be available in thP !l'axi.r.:um 
amount of three hur,dred fifty dollars ( 1~350,CO) per school ye~.r. :f the iipplica-
tion for scholarship aid is approved for less than a fUll school ses~i0~ of nine 
mor.ths, the amount of the loan cannot exceed ',117.00 per quarter or >/175.00 rcr 
semester, 
y. EFF~CTIVE DATE - These regulations are effective July 1, 1957• 
FORM R.T,AP, 
2/ll/57 
APPLICATION FOR STATZ TEACHERS' SC!DLARSHIP 1957-58 
Thie fonn is to be properly executed and returned to 
Teacher Education Director, Virginia State Department ot Education. 
NOTE1 The rnaximUtn amount of a scholarship loan for any eli.gible student is $350,00. 
5r-..CTION I (To be completed by applicant) 
l, Name in tull 
Complete 
2, Home Address 
(Street and Number, City, State) 
5. 
College Date ________ _ 
During tho 1957-58 session I will be enrolled as a tull-time student (carrying at 
least fifteen semester hours for each semester) in a curriculwn qualifying ms 
tor a Collegiats Professional Certificats (including Student Teaching), I will 
be cl111sified as a·--..,.,,.-..,-----.,,,.....,,.....-----=--=------:=7"".:"'l""--
(Freelunan Sophomore Junior Senior) 
I will prepare tor teaching in the Elementary School. ___________ _ 
6. I Will prepare for teaching in high school: Name subject on line bslow: 
(ShOw only those subjects which you are preparing to teach.) 
7, I agrss to teach inmediately following graduation from college in the Virginia 
Public Schoole in order to. cancel the financial obligations t.o the State ot 
Virginia incurred through this echolarship loan, (The promissory note will 
indicate Mien teaching must be done.) 
8, I agree to sign a note covering the amount of the scholarship 'Which carriee 
interest at the rate of 3% per annum and will secure a responsible adult .citizen 
ot Virginia to endorse it, 
It is understood that the principal and interest can be cancelled by teachin8 
one full J!<'hool year of nine months in the public schools of Virginia following 
graduation from college, If unforeseen circUlllStances prevent me from finishing, 
at the e:xpected time, llzy' course for a degree and qualifying me for a Collegiate 
Professional Certificate or from cancelling the obligation, at the expected time, 
by teaching, I understand that the note becomes payable irrespective of duP. date 
shown on the note and according to 'Whatever regulations are prescribed by the 
Virginia State Board of Education, I agree to attend college in Virginia 
continuously and that if I leave the State to complete study for degree require-
ments, the promissory note will become payable unless specific approval is granted 
by the State Board of Education, In the event of withdra-wal or separation from 
college, I also agree that any unused balance of this loan remaining to llzy' credit 
shall be pa.id by the college to the State lbard of Education and credited to the 
promissory note executed by me, I will keep the State infonned of changes in 
name and address, 
9. Previous State Teachers• Scholarships (Show here): ___________ _ 
Signature _________________ _ 
:ECTION II (To be completed 
representative) 
by the president of the college or his authorized 
: herewith certify that is a resident of 
Virgir.ia and is regarded by me, and by the college faculty, to be well qualified for 
the teaching profession by personality, character, and demonstrated scholastie ability. 
To the best of my knowledge, the statements made above by the applicant are correct, 
Signed·---::---:-..,--:----=-----:-....,....-------





C.)~JMOM>ltJL'i'H OF VIRGINIA 
STATE p·.:.RD OF EDUCATION 
i?.' C:tl·lCND 16 
REGULATIONS FOR ADJ.l_TNISTFING T:t;,; Sl1f.L·ir1l SCHOOL SCl-OLARSHIF:.'I 
I. ELIGIBILITY 
A. The candidate must: 
.l. Be a resident of Virginia enrolled in a four-year accredited stnte-
supportetl or private, non-sectarian, Virgi.J:iia coll.,e;e in a .rE'i;tilar summer 
ses3ion 'for not less than 3 semester hours. 
2, Have the scholastic ability and per!>.'.>nal rharacteri~tics expected in an 
effective teacher, 
3. Be a teacher to whom the Superintendent has offered re-employment or 
employment, and woo thus has reasonable assiu·ance of a tt'aching position 
folloWing the summer stuey. 
4. Be in one of the following categories: 
a, A college graduate who is taking courses leading to the Collegiate 
Professional Certificate. 
b, Have tl«l or more years of college work (at least 60 semester hours) 
and be enrolled in courses leading to a degree, This includes 
holders of the Nor.nal Professional Certificate and of the ~ergency 
Teachers License, 
c, Be a holder of a Collegiate Professional.Certificate who is taking 
courses leading to an acceptable endorsenent not now on this certifi-
cate in order to prepare for a teaching assignment to become effective 
in the :fall of the current year, · 
d, A former teacher who is taking, at the request of the division 
superinteooent.Who is crnployj,.ng her, specific sumner school courses 
to prepare for the resumption of teaching. This does not include 
stuey solely for renewing or reviving a certificate. 
El• Who is taking courses in Guidance or Speach Training or Education of 
the Hrutdicapped at the request of principal or superintendent in 
order to participate in a school program. A letter from the superin-
tendent will be needed in support of stuey of such courses. 
B. A recent college graduate -who is being employed as a teacher and who, at the 
reque.st of the employing superint endenti, is taking courses to qualify for a 
Coll~giate Professional Certificate. 
II. PROMISOORY NOTES AND CANCELLATION. 
The .canqfdate must agree to sign and execute a note to the Commonwealth of 
Virginia 'for the smount of scoolarship aid received", WU.ch obligation shall 
bear interest at the rate o'f 3% per year. This note must be endorsed by a 
responsible adult, who is a resident of Virginia, The obligation including 
OVER 
i:it ,•rest ca:i be cancelled oy teaching the iollcwing year in the public sch0<>lR 
of Virginia, The Shte B:mrd of Education may, in its discretio·n, po"tpoue 
tht" period of teaching to cancel the scholarship, 
The candidate must agree that in case he or she .fails to complete at the 
expected time the study for which aid is given, or fails to complete at the 
exrected time the year of teaching necessary to cancel the obligation, the 
loan, together with accrued interest, will become due and payable; provided, 
however, that for extenuating circumstances the State !bard of Education may, 
in its discretion, extend the time for teaching to cancel the loan or for 
repayment, If it becomes necessary for this note to be collected by an 
attorney, the maker and endorser hereby agree to pay fifteen per centllr.I col-
lection charges as an attorney•s fee in addition to the 811Dunt due on same at 
the time of collection, 
When and if the candidate performs required military service, the time for 
teaching to cancel the promissory note will be postponed for the period of 
required service, If the note is not cancel.led by teaching, there will be 
n? suspension of interest because of the military service, If the maker 
voluntarily re-enlists, the note will becorr:e due and payable, both principal 
and interest, 
In the event of the death, or illness of prolonged and serious nature, of the 
reeipient of schnlarship aid prior to cancellation by teaching service, the 
State B:>ard of Education may, in its discretion, cancel both principal and 
interest, in whole or in part, 
III, APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
A, The Division Superintendent of Schools under whom the applicant has taught 
or will teach must recomnend the candidate on the official application form 
and must indicate intention of re-employing the candidate as a teacher, 
B, In establishing quotas for the various school divisions, the total number 
of teachers in each division will be the primary factor, Any unused part 
of the quotas authorized for divisions will be reallocated 'from tiire to 
time to divisions where they can be advantagecusly used, In considering 
applications for scholarships, preference may be given to applicants pre-
paring to ·serve in the areas of greatest need, 
C. Applications must be submitted to the State Department of Education by 
May first of each year, 
IV. PAYMENr TO TEACHERS 
When the State Ebard has approved a candidate and the candidii.te has submitted 
a properly completed promissory note and hlls been reported by the college as 
en:r<"lled in suitable courses in the summer session of a Virginia accredited 
college, a check will' be sent to the candidate in care of the college, The 
scholarship allowance varies with the semester hours taken, Fifteen dollars 
per semester will be allowed as follcws: Minimur.i - 3 sem, hrs,, $45.CXJ; 
4 sem, hrs., $60,00; 5 sem, hrs,, $75.00; 6 sem, hrs., $90,CO; 7 sem, hrs,, 
:~105,00; 8 sem, hrs,, f.120,00; 9 sem, hrs,, t-135.00; 10 sem, hrs,, $150,00 -
maximum. · 
V, EFFECTIVE DATE 
These regulations are effective July 1, 1957. 
FORM S.S.AP. 
J/5/57 APPLICATM'l FOR 1957 SUN?-!ER SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP 
This form is to be properly executed and returned to the 
Teacher Education Director, Virginia State Department of Education 
SECTION I {To be completed by applicant) 
l, Name in full (as shown on teaching certificate) ---------------2. CoMplete home address Date ________ _ 
J, I will attend College in 1957 for completion of exactly 
semester hours (Hinimum, 3 - Maximum, 10), Please be correct in the number 
of hours indicated, 
4. I will take the following courses: 
5. These courses will lead toward the-o,...bj7 e-c'""t'"'i'""v-e-c"""h-e'""ck,...e-d.,...,.b-e""l_o_w_: _________ _ 
A. Requirements for Collegiate Professional Certifica~Only those who have 
completed a minimum of 60 semester hours of college work are eligible. 
B. For those who already hold a Collegiate Professional Certificate, toward 
requirements for an added endorsement (not already on the certificate). 
This endorsement is needed for a teachii}g"""assignment'"which begins in the 
~ of the current ~· Name Endorsement Sought: 
C. Courses in Guidance, Speech Training, or in Educati_o_n_o_f,,_,t~h-e"""""H-a-nd~i~c-a_p_p_e~d,--m_ay_ 
be talcen if superintendent certifies applicant as key perscn in a corres-
ponding school progra'l! which will be effective i.n September 1957. 
6. What teaching certificate or liceii"Sii do you hold? Expiration Date __ 
7. Show number of years of college education, and degrees 
6. I have previously held State Teachers' Scholarships (Y~e-a_r_s~)----------
9. I a~ree to sign a note covering the amount of the scholarship and will secure a 
responsible adult citizen of Virginia as endorser. If I do not finish this 
proposed study at the expected time or do not cancel the obligation by teaching' 
for a full year at the expected time, I understand that the note with interest 
at three per cent becomes payable, irrespective of due date. 
10. On completion of this study, I will have a transcript subnitted marked "FOR 
SCHOLARSHIP PURPOO!IB," and indicating that I have completed the number of 
semesters indicated above. 
11. I agree to teach in the Virginia Public Schools for a full school year to cancel 
this obligation, and !. ~ ~ 2.f. ! teaching position f2!. the year 1957-56, 
Signature ______________ _ 
SECTION II (To be completed by Superintendent of Schools) 
I hereby certify that is a resident of. Virginia, 
has taught______years in my division, and is qualified for the teaching profes-
sion by personalityt character, and demonstrated scholastic ability; that I have 
selected (him) (herJ from my staff for recommendation as a scholarship candidate, 
and that !. expect to employ £!. contin-ue ~ emrloy him £!'._ !!!!.!:• To the best of my 
knowledge, the statements made above by the applicant are correct. · 
. Applicant will teach in - Elementary School 






COMMON\iEALnl OF VIRGINIA 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
RICHMOiID 16 
10/1/56 NAME OF CANDIDATE 
$ ____ _ COLLEGE 
I take pleasure in informing you that you have been approved for a Regular Term 
SchQlarship in the amount, and for the college, shown above. 
Promissory Noto: In connection with this scholarship, it will be necessary for you 
to complete the enclosed promissory note for this amount by signing it yourself 
in the space provided with your legal signature, and by securing an endorsement 
on tho back by a citizen of Virginia over twenty-one years of age who 'is willing 
to be responsible for the payment of the note, and who is financially able to 
pa,y. 
Arter securing the signature of your endorser, the note should be sent to tho 
Superintendent.of Schools in tho division whore the endorser lives or works. 
The Superintendent should be requested to forward tho properly executed and 
endorsed note to this office, 
When this note has been received and when you have been reported by tho college 
as enrolled in classes according to your apnlication, a chock for this amount 
payable to you will be requostod, This will be sent in care of the official of 
the college in charge of scholarships. 
Disposal of Chock: If you use dormitory and dining hall, we suggest that you ask the 
College Treasurer to deposit the check and credit your account with one half of 
the first term and one half for the second term. In the event of withdrawal or 
separation from colloge, you agree that any unused balance of this loan remain-
ing to your credit shall be paid by the colloge to the State Board of Education 
and credited to the promissory note executed by you, 
Cancellation: As you doubtless know, this obligation, together with interest,· can be 
completely cancelled by teaching in the public schools of Virginia for one full 
school year immediately after you graduate. 
Payment: Tho promissory note with accrued interest will become payable (1) if you 
leave college before graduation, (2) if you leave the State to finish your study 
for a degree, and (3) if you do not teach for the required time in a Virginia 
public school beginning the year follmting your graduation. 
We are glad that you are planning to teach. Please send the properly executed 
and endorsed promissory note to the Superintendent in the division where tho endorser 
lives as soon as possible. 
If for any reason you cannot accept this scholarship,- please let us know immediately. 
If them is any change in name or address, please notify this office immediately. 
/r.!l 
Very truly yours, 
Nannie Mao M. Williams 
Supervisor of Toachor Education 
Dear 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
RICHMOND, 16 
March 12, 1958 
For the past ten years we have had in operation in Virginia 
a State-supported teachers' scholarship program, which is designed 
to give financial aid to eligible students who plan to enter the 
teaching profession in Virginia and to teachers who wish to upgrade 
their certificates or to secure added endorsements. At the present 
time we are engaged in making a study of this program, 
As a part of the study we would like to obtain information re-
garding similar programs which are provided by other states. If 
you have a state-supported teachers' scholarship program, we would 
appreciate very much your sending us a copy of the regulations, ap-
plication forms, and any other pertinent information. 
If you do not have a state-supported teachers' scholarship pro-
gram, please sign and mail the enclosed postal card at your earliest 
convenience. 




Woodrow W. Wilkerson 




Nora Jones Culpeper was born in Brunswick County on 
October l, 1917 of Andrm-r M. and Annie Harrison Jones. She 
was graduated from Alberta High School in 1934 am then 
attemed the State Teachers College (now Longwood College) at 
Farmville, Virginia. 
After receiving a B. s. in Education degree in 19.38 
with majors in F.nglish arxi history 1 she taught tthese tt-ro 
subjects in Charlotte county for two years. After her 
marriage to Hamilton B. Culpeper in 1940, she did not teach 
again until 1946 when she joined tho faculty at Glen Allen 
High Schoo1 in Henrico County. 
When Glen Allen High School moved to Hermitage High 
School, she reca.:me the Director of Guidance at the neH school 
and continued in this position until July 1 1 1956. 
on September l.t 1956.t she joined the professional staff 
at the State Department of Education as the Assistant Supervisor 
of Teacher Education, and she has remained in this position to 
date. 
Mrs. Culpeper is currently engaged in graduate study at 
the Un:i.versity of Richmond in anticipation of receiving a M. S, 
in Education degree in August 1958. 
' i •\ 
'' 
